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Introduction

Item: James, a popular seventh-grader, told his social studies teach-
er, "My head is pounding." The teacher, known for nta letting kids
out of class, told him to sit down. A few miautes later he came back
to the teacher and told hex his head was really killing him and that
he wanted to check out of school. James' mother, a nurse, came after
him, gave him an aspirin, and put him to bed. When she checked
on him 30 minutes later, James was dead. Autopsy revealed a brain
aneurysm.

Item: Bob and Billy were playing "war" with the neighborhood gang.

Bob was wielding a real gun (unloaded, he thought) owned by his
father. As he pulled the trigger, 11-year-old Sam ran in front of the
gun. Sam died before the children's eyes. The neighborhood became
a hysterical scene

ilem: A school bus specially designed for handicapped clfildren trav-

eled along a rural Florida road delivering students home after a long
day. A logging truck approached an intersection and ran the stop sign.
The next day's headlines read, *Semi Truck Kills Nine on School Bus. '

The untold grief experienced by classmates of these students did not
make the newspapers.

Rare mid unusual happenings? No! Each year tragedies of this kind
are reported in some newspaper almost daily. In 1987 some 8,000
children under the age of 14 were kfaed in accidents. Acconling to
Emergency Medical Services of Florida, the major causes of deaths
in children are accidents, drownings, poisonings, and burns. Killinga
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educaton a strategy for dealing with tragedy. It addresses the fol-
lowing questions:

1. What should principals and teachers do when a tragedy occurs
to one of their students?

2. How can educators understand and express UM& Vier
3. HOW dO students of different age levels respond to loss?
4. How do we deal with tie mourning student?
5. What other sources of help may be available?

Responses to these questions are based on my review of the litera-
ture; from imerviews wfth grief commelms, school counselors, amd
educators; and from discussions with parem groups. In this Bobo*
I do not deal with death education as a fcrmal part of the curriculum,
although I strongly support it.



When Tragedy Strikes

When tragedy strikes, how will you tespond? Mary Ann Siakko-
nen (1989), an ekmentary principal in Novato, California, faced such
a situation. She received word before school that one of bee students
was seriously ill. After school closed that day, she called the student's
home and was told that the *dent had died of 'naturalcanes." Minn

said.
I hung up the phone, I began to nuke a list of what to do," SilIkkOISCA

Faced with pulling together an organized response to such an inci-
dent, Sinkkonen found few places to turn for help. She knew many
other educators have faced similar situations, so she decided to share
what she learned from her experience. What follows is a COMMOD-

sense appniach to dealing With tragedy admixed from Sinkkonen's ideas

Memorandum.
plus some from the Marion County (Florida) Crisis Response Team

Ger accurate information from pnmary sources. When tragedy
strikes, rumors become rampam. Head them off by getting specific
information from family members or from someone close to the fam-
ily. In the incident cited Jarlier about lames, the seventh-graderwho
died of an aneurysm, panic struck the community. There were tumors
that he had a contagious encephalitis. Patents bombarded the school

board with phone calls insisting they close the school. The local health
department had to answer hundreds of calls about contagious diseases.
No one knew anything.

1 0



Alert the teaching stqf and provide them with accurate Worm-
lion about the death. Teachers need to be informed as soon as possi-
bk. Use a blephone tree to notify faculty before arrival at school
or place information in their mailboxes and have a resource parses
nearby to answer question If time permits, call a brief faculty meeting

before teachers have to face nadents. Font. .1/ up after se -11 veil!!
a short meeting for an update and discussion of students' 1 actions

to the tragedy.
Call the district superintendent. The superintendent is likely to re-

ceive calls from parents or board members and needs accurate infor-
mation in order to respond. As r...../re information becomes available,
provide an update.

Develop a written response for telephone calls to thc school. The
school secretary or anyone else who answers the school telephone
should have a written statement to read so that a consistent message
is conveyed to all who call.

Contact local agencies for grief counseling and educational materi-
als. Some agencies that can help are MADD (Mothers Against Munk
Driving), Hospice, Compassionate Friends (an organization of par-
ents whose children have died), or the local mental health organiza-
tion. Some agencies have grief counselors who will volunteer to work
with students.

Contact the district's special services personnel and request they
be at school the first day after the tragedy occurs. Educators who
have experienced such tragedies emphasize that the ,iirst day is the
worst, and they need all the support they can get. School psycholo-
gists and school nurses should be available. Some school systems are
developing crisis teams to go out to schools when tragedies occur.

Involve parents. Contact key parents in the virA or who serve on
school advisory committees and develop with them a statement that
they can read to other parents using a telephone tree. This can stave
riff the rumoi mill as well as provide infonnation for parents so they
can discuss the tragedy with their children beforc they come to school.



Deveiop a letter to be SenttO parents and mh.ir community mem-

bers that is informative and reassuring. Some schoola have meetings
for parents or send out materials to alert parents about grief behaviors
they might expect from their children and about ways of coph4 with
the tragedy at home.

Arrungefor released time for staff who may want to visit the family

or attend the fitneral service.

Allow students to attend the fimeng service if they wish to do so.
Students should be accompanied by their parents or other designated
adult. Teachers should not accept this responsibility..

Do something immediately for the ft:may. Write a letter to the stu-
dent's family from the staff. Arrange to have prepared meals deliv-
ered to the family. People want to do something but often feel helpless
in these situations. Asking them to help through a concrete collective
action helps in the healing process.

Have a polky in pkwe for dealing nith the media. While the school
has a responsibility to reipond promptly to inquiries from tht media,
it also has an obligation to protect the privacy of students, parents,
and staff. Designate one person to handle media inquiries and estab-
lish a location for their briefings. Make sure your information is ac-
curate. If your school sytem has a public information officer, let that
person deal with the media. If a reporter appears at school, a staff
member should accompany him or her at ell times. Ask reporters to
respect the sensitivity of those touched by the tragedy. Decline re-
quests for students to be interviewed during school hours. Also, in-
form staff members that they do not have to submit to being
interviewed unless they choose to.

Joseph Franson (1988) describes a tragic incident in his high school
where one weekend a popular girl was murder-1 by her boyfriend,
also a well-liked student. "The media provided one of the thoiniest
problems during the entim process," said Franson. He described how
one youthful-looking TV reporter went into the girls' locker room
and recorded students' conversations. When groups of grieving stu-
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dents were shown on the six o'clock news that evening, be reslized
belasedly that students' privacy must be protecied.

A. the librarian to collect boob dealing with loss and death. Make
the books available to teachers for classroom ase. Then atk-r a week
or so, kt the students check out the books for personal raid*. Several
lists of books and resources are available. (See References, particu-
larly Wiss citations.)

Plan a school memorial. This can be a tree planting, a memorial
beach, or scholarship established in the student's name. Flying the
school flag at half staff is also appropriate. A school memorial serves
as a type of closure to a formal period of mourning.

No one likes the thought of planning for tragedy, but it does hap-
pen when we least expect it. The ideas suggested above can serve
as the basis for a atrategy for tragedy. The sections that follow will
develop sonr of these ideas more fully.

13



The Staff Peer Conference

Teachers and principals often have close personal ties to their stu-
dents. It is important to consider their emotional needs at the tinse
of a student deaf,. and to provide them an opportunity to talk through
their own feelings before dealing with their students' reactions in the
classroom. The principal or counselors might initiate the peer con-
ference session, or a group of teachers might do it on their own. A
professional grief counselor might be invited to serve as a resource
person during the session.

The staff peer conference serves several purposes:
1. Staff am support each other in their grieving. Their responses

to the tragedy will vary. Some may become very emotional; others
will exhibit little outward emotion, but this does not mean they are

1 any less affected by the tragedy. The death of a student arouses a
complex set of emotions, which are expressed in a variety of ways.

Sally Karioth, a professor at Florida State University, is a death
counselor who has worked with many schools at times of tragedy.
In her book, If You Want to Know You're Dying, Ask the Cleaning
Lady (1985), she describes the common stages of grief but empha-
sizes the stages go back and forth and may vary with individuals. The
stages of grief are expressed in the following ways:

Shock and numbness. These feelings occur at the time of loss
and may last a few days or a few months.
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Denial. Persons don't want to believe what has happened. State-
ments beard commonly are, 'This mn't be true" or I just can't

believe it."
Realization and emotiond release. Persons feel the impact of
the losa and an overwhehning sadness envelops them. Talking
about the loes is vite 'As a form of emotional release.
Disorganization and anxiety. Persons are in a state of confh-

sice; forgedWneu is common.
Depnusion and loneliness. Persons feel a loss of self-worth and

need someone to listen to them.
Guilt. Persons go through an "if only" phase trying to undo what

has happened.
Anger, frustration, and resentment. Persons must be told that
these emotions are acceptable and must find expression for the

sake of the sufferer's mental health.
Reorganization and recovery. Life is not the same after a loss,
but persons come to accept it and move on to normal :outines

of living.

In her classes Karioth often asks, 'How long do you think the griev-
irtg process lasts?* Most students say two to six weeks maybe a

couple of months. However, researchers have found the grieving pro-

cess can last as long as one to three years, sometimes longer. The
point is, a grieving staff and their students cannot be expeord to
bounce back the next day as if nothing has happened.

2. Staff can discuss how they can assist students by serving as role
models during the grieving process. Children learn by observing how
significant adults in their lives handle grief, and they come to under-
stand that the strong emotions associated with grief are normal.
Mourning does not have to be hidden.

3. Staff can work out a plan for presenting the news of the tragody
to students and share ideas on how to cope with students' reactions.
Grief counselors recommend that students to be told the news by their
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**then in the classroom rather than over the school's public addreas
system.

4. Staff can review bow children of differeat pp levels will react
to the news of a dash. Children's concepts of death will vary with
age, as will their ways of responding to it.

5. The staff should realize that the one thing they cannot do is plan
a normal day. It is unrealistic to pretend nothing happened. Teachers
should postpone major tests but sanctum tbe day, taking their cues
from the students as to when to discuss the death sad what to do.

The staff peer conference can be a very helpfid experience for
_making it through that fint day.

1 6
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Dealing with Death at Different Age Levels

Opinions differ as to exactly when a child begins to arnprehend
the concept of death. One researcher places it at about two to three
years old. Others say late three to four. As with most aspects of hu-
man development, it will vary among individuals. What is certain is
that childrens' concepts of death change as they mature. Therefore,
when discussing death, teachers must be cognizant of children's de-
velopmental level regardmg concepts about death and vocabulny re-
lated to death. Piaget's cognitive developmental stages are helpful in
this regard.

At the preoperational stage (approximately ages 2-6), children hold
animistic ideas attributing life to inanimate objects and believe death
is reversible. At this stage children are egocentric and assume every-
one sees the world as they do. At the concrete operational stage (ages
7-11), children see their world in terms of redl objects and are con-
cerned with the mechanical aspects of how things work. They under-
stand that death is irreversible. At the formal operational stage (ages
12 and up), students are capable of thinking logically and abstractly.
They understand cause-and-effect relationships.

feacl%er Suggestions for the Preoperational Stage

When telling children at this stage about a death, you should speak
simply and truthfully about what has happened. For example, "Jamie



WU killed in a car accident last night. The doctors and nurses tried
to help him, but tlxy could not." Also let the children know how you
feel. I am very sad and my feelings are all mixed up right now. Each
of you may have different kinds of feelings. I want you to tell me
what you are thinking. I will try to answer what you ask.' Tell them
crying is okay. Not crying is okay. "Feeling bad inside is okay. After
a while, you will feel better."

By sharing your feelings of grief ,uxl sadness, you are modeling
a natural response to death. Take your cues from the children, who
in time will indicate what comfort they need and what infoemation
they can handle.

Keep in mind that children at this developmental stage clt; not ac-
cept death as permanent. To them anything that is active is alive; a
wind-up toy moves and therefore is alive. To them death is not for-
ever. After all, thc coyote on the "Roadrunner" TV cartoon show gets
flattened and then jumps right back tip again. E.T. came back to life.
They see death on televicn but seldom realize its finality.

Children may appear to accept the news of a tragedy in a matl.er
of fact manner. After all, the missing one will be back. Expect ques-
tions about the person's return. You may explain, "His body was badly
hurt. The doctors could not fix it. It stopped working. He is dead."

Young children think big people are omnipotent. Do not tell them
half-truths or use euphemisms about death in order to protect them.
Do not say the deceased child has gone on a trip or moved. By the
child's logic, big people can brin them back if they want to.

Young children will likely have difficulty articulating their grief.
This may be their first experience with death, and they cannot ex-
press what they want to say. When tr'king to them, bend down to
make eye comet Expect some unusual questions, which may be asked
over and over again. Do not laugh at their questions or consider them
cute or dumb. The important thing when answering their questions
is to be truthful.

Here are some questions one might hear from preschool children:

1 8



Who deaded him?
When will Sharon come back?
Can navid still eat dinner? ice cream?
Do horses die? What about tigers?

Be aware that young children often express their feelings through
fantasy play. This is healthy and should not be discouraged. Karioth
tells of a frantic call she received from a kindergarten teacher. After
Jenny, a child in her class, had been murdered, the children made
a coffin out of their blocks and took turns lying in it. When Karioth
amved at the classroom, she asknl, "Say, what's going on here?' (She
already !--..new.) A boy occupying the coffin at that moment looked
up and asked, "When is Jenny coming back?" What seemed to the
teacher like macabre behavior was actually normal play activity for
these cheeiren, and the question the boy asked was quite typical for

this age level.
Children at this age also make connections between death and oth-

er events in their life experience that seem unusual to adults. For ex-
ample. a six-year-old's brother and sister were killed in a drunk driving

accident. About a month later the police found the bov lying on the
highway trying to be hit so he could be with his brother and siAer.
A child was told Mary died of a headache. She hears her mother say
she has a headache and wonders whether she will die too. Or a child
bears people say old people die. From the child's perspective her daddy

is old. Will he die soon?
The examples above point up the need for explaining death in very

concrete terms. "A very bad thing happened last nighi to John. He
was hit by a car. His body stopped working and it won't work any-
more. The body cannot move, walk, see, hear; none of the parts work

any mo. He cannot eat or drink." Use words like 'dead," "stopped
working," "wore out." Avoid euphemisms like 'passed away," "left
us," "gone on," or "went to sleep." Young children take such words
literally, and to them they imply the person is taking a trip and will
return

19 1 'I



Young child' 31 also indulge in a type of magical thinking. They
believe that what they wish or say will actually happen. For exam-
ple, they said something bad to a classmate or wished that person
were dead, so they caused the death. They also may think that by
wishing they can bring the dead person bsca to life.

Teacher Suggestions for the Concrete Operational Stage
By the age of seven or eight, children are entering Fiagees con-

crete stage and are beginning to understand that death is final and
irreversible. Many will become fearrid when they realize this for the
first time. They begin to wonder what happens after death, so be pre-
pared for questions about their own death. They rigs, see death as
the Grim Reaper, someone who comes to get you, or maybe some-
thing you catch like a cold. On the other hand, children this age can
readily comprehend death resulting from accidents, because they have
been warned repeatedly in school and at home about the hazards of
crossing the street, swimming without supervision, and playing with
guns.

Teachers and classmates make up a child's second family. When
trageoy happens, all are a part. The classroom provides a safe and
caring setting where sharing gnef benefits the entire class.

Atter sharing your own feelings with the students, explain that the
emotions they are feeling are okay. Crying (yes, even for boys and
men), feeling bad, frightened, or angry is okay. There is no right
or wrong way to express grief. Children will do wtut makes them
feel best. Don't make them assume a sadness they do not feel. You
are giving students permission to talk about their feelings. Your model-

ing gives their feelings validity. Some children may want to talk and
ask questions about the tragic event; some may never mention it again.
Some children may resolve their grief in a few days; others may take
weeks or months.

Be prepared for surprise.. The child you expect to be the most vo .
cal may be unusually quiet In a fourth-grade class the teacher was

r) 1 1
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discussing gun safety after a student had been accidentally shot by
another student. A boy in die class suddenly raised his hand and blurted

out, "My mother was killed by a The teacher was not aware
that the boy's mother had committed suicide when he was in the sec-
ond grade. A little later this boy went into a rage, stabbing a teacher
intern with his pencil. His pent-up rage had been set off by the dis-
cussion of the shooting incident and gun safety. He had never been
allowed to leal with his grief.

The above incident is an extreme case, but there is likely to be a
lot of free-floating anger at the time of tragedy. Studs.nts might be
more irritable, impatient, fly off the handle, or cry without provoca-
tion. Psychologists say such emotions arisc; because students feel
powerless to prevent the tragedy. When students are in such moods,
do not try to cheer them up. Acknowledge their anger. Say, "You
seem so angry. What happened is scary for all of us.' Children are
resilient; most will adjust to the loss over time.

Advise parents that they may see emotional swings in their chil-
dren after a tragedy. Eating patterns may change. Lack of appetite
is a common reaction, as is insomnia. Early childhood fears may resur-

face, such as fear of the dark, fear of thunderstorms, fear of a loved
one dying In Tallahsee when two boys returning from a miniature
golf game were killed by a drunk driver, the principal sent all par-
ents a brochure titled, 'Your Child nd Grief," which explained what
to expect in their children's behavior .0 discussed some elements
of the grief process.

You also may see "survivor guilt' in students. They may blame
themselves for things that had nothing to do with the tragedy. For
example, John is upset because he had been mean to Jerry just the
day before the fatal accident. In such cases simply say, "This is not
your fault. Maybe what you said was not nice, but you are not respon-
sible for what happened."

Avoid getting into religious beliefs about death and the afterlife.
Such concepts as "heaven," "soul,' and "God's will" are better left
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to clergy to explain. However, the children will no doubt discuss these
ideas among themselves. If the topic of religious beliefs comes up,
simply state that people have different beliefs andtell students to dis-
cuss it with their parents and clergy.

Most death counselors agree that older children should be allowed
to visit the ftmeral home and attend the fureral service if they want
to. This is a decision parents should make with their children, and
they should attend with them. The teacher might explain what the
students will see and how they should conduct thanselves. Describe
the flowers, the coffin, the pall bearers, and something about tbe roles
of the funeral director and clergy. Students this age are often curious
about the details of internment, so a brief description of the proce-
dures would be appropriate.

When a classmate dies, let students do something. Have them
write cards and notes to the bereaved family. Encourage than to keep
a journal of their feelings and illustrate it with drawings or pic-
tures. Do a "Thanks for the Memories" booi ofpoems, letters, and
drawings. One school has a memorial garden where trees are planted
in memory of students who die. These kinds of activities give stu-
dents a tangible way to say goo&ye. If a student is killed by a drunk
driver or by a gun, organize a student letter-writingcampaign to legis-
lators demanding that they enact more stringent laws to curb such
tragedies. Such an activity can be a powerful lesson in citizenship
education.

Reading books that deal with death can be excellent therapy. (See
fastback 151 Bibliotherapy: The Rigiu Book at the Right Time.) Leo
Buscaglia's The Fall of Freddie the Leaf (Holt, 1982) is a good one
to read to grievmg students. A Taste of Blackberries by Doris B. Smith
(Crowell Junior, 1973) is anoiher good one. It is about Jamie, who
dies of a bee sting. His best friend is confronted with the loss and
feels guilty because somehow he should have saved Jamie. Hannelore
Wass, professor at the University of Florida, has written several books
on death, v.'hich contain annotated lists of books and audiovisual

22
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Amounting the sews of a oldest death in the first-period class
or hor eroom class is preferable to mime the putthc address system
or bring's* *ideate together in the mditorhan. la the andler class-
room setting, teachers can respond to students' gentians and Mend
to their emotional needs.

Preset* the bets of the tragedy es completely as possible. lf com-
plete informais A is not yet available, tell the 'Ware thin you will
give than an update as soon as you have further information. Aim
students not to give credence to num-. Tell them to challenge all
statements that begin with I bawd that . . ." When information is
lacking, they must assume nothing.

Adolescents will react to the news in different ways. After the ini-
tial shock, students may exhibit anger, fear, and depression. Emo-
tional outbursts are common and are "contagious* at this age level.
Allow students to talk about their feelings and to share their grief with
each other.

Designate a place at school where students may go to evress their
grief. Students close to the deceased nay be too upset to go to class.
The school library could be closed and used as a place for students
to go to cry, talk, or just sit.

Have available a list of counselors, community agencies, and cri-
sis hot lines to which students in need of personal counseling can be
referred.

A memorial service for the deceased student helps to bring about
healing and closure of the grie,ing process.

2
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When the Grieving Student Returns

School had become a disaster for 15-year-old Wens. Hee older sis-
ter, a teacher, had been Ant by her own husbend, who mistook kte
for an intruder hi their bedroom in the middle of the night. In the-
weeks following this bizarre tragedy, Sekna could not conoestrate.
Her emotions ranged from hysteria to anger; she ohm wafted to be
SICRIC. Fortunately for Selena, she had someone lo turn to when she
needed to talk about her feelings. It was; her English teacher, who
is also a grief counselor. She was trained in a program in Jackson-
ville, Florida, directed by Jessica Ourvitt.

As director of a hospice in Jacksonville, Gurviu received many calls
from teachers asking for help with students who were not adjusting
after the death of a family member. This prompted her to develop
a training program for teachers and counselors to help grieving stu-
dents. The lu-week training program, called "Children and Grief:
Living with Loss," is now used in many schools nationwide aed has
won several awards. Grieving students meet with trained teachers in-
dividually and attend a group session once a week. The student may
ask for a pass to talk to the teacher when necessary. Staid Gurvitt,
"The main thing you are providing them with is an outlet."

Like Selena, bereaved students returning to school will not bounce
right back into the swing of things. Grief symptoms are not left at
home; it takes time for grief to be resolved.
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The griming Mast, on returning% school, me ublhit a misty
of emplane rug* from dimples of milder Ambit paddas to
dewed= episodes to psychogenetic disardm Mesy Simid (iAL)
of the Ocala (Florida) &spin hu cda fug list of *doing-
ical and behavioral ;apogees found in bemaved stadeds:

Pkviological repostaas:
lemma heart rale
lammed Mueslis flow
High blood pit:ours
Gastric upset
Feelings of exhaustion
Radium's
itches and psins
Hyperventilation
sighing
Haseachee
Lack of concentration
Lower resistance to disease

Behavioral responses:

Crying episodes
Increased sensitivity
Temper tantrums

Clin8ing
Detachment, withdrawal, and indifference to events
Changes ia eating patterns (overeating, lack oi appetite)
Changes in sleeping patterns (insomnia, wake up often, sleep
too lc*
Changes in elimination pawns (bedwetting, constipation, di-
arrhea)
Changes in school performance (failing, dropping out, over-
achieving)
Regression to earlier behaviors (thumboucking, use of nightlight)

26
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Compuisive, 'tons& ads
Itisk-mideg (*Wig or hue:dons stunts)
Aggressiveness, acting out
Aloohol, thug abuse

When the grieving student returns to school, a mosithe Mecher or
commelor cm help by using the technique o( "active liskaing." The
atchnique involves:

1. Reflecting, that is, using a "cation to help the Mane adieu-
late mote fully what they me feeling re me nonosami goat

2. Beig mate of the student% cogehive developmeeial isvd..41e-
call the kimierpmeer who asloxl, "When la Jew cooties beck?
At his cophive level death is reversible.)

3. Responding in a timely fashion to a question or comment rath-
er than averting it.

4. Giving an honest response that will Meanie a child's mkt-
standing about dealt without developing fears or fostering fan-
tasies. A child's question about the burial service, "WM the dirt
get on her facer calls for a straightforward answer: °No, the
lid of the casket will be closed and sealed. Dirt cannot get in."

5. Provide emotional support.

The following dialogue illustrates the above technique.

Child: I hate God. (Teacher doesnt show shock or scold child for mak-

ing such a statemem.)
Teacher: When we lose someone we really love, we feel angry and

think we hate someone. Are you feeling angry with God because
your mother died in th. car wreck? (reacher uses reflective
question.)

Child: Yes, I am. I hate him for letting this happen. (The cognitive
level of the child comes through here as he attempts to determine
cause.)
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Teacher: It's okey to het Amoy. If you let yourself feel angry, thee
atter a while the anger will go away. (Teaderraastvese Math**
*him)

Child: But maybe I'll be punished for being angry at God. (7 edathi
(wows sail tier such *figs andfears patelehment.)

Towhee: I think God is big enough to hen& your anger. God will
underelend bow yoe feel about the loss ofyour melba. (The teach.
er proWdes emotional swan ased has Lvereand the Milt a-
dereasading qf 14fr and death.)

Sometimes studeets man at a thence. They ow thew NMc emo-
tion at the time eta siding's death but have tremendous meaty for
a character in a book who des. Other studeats mmk or cowe up their
teal feelings. A gid returned to school the (leyArk's brother's Mar-
al (he had died suddenly of an aortic anonym). She was talking sad
laughing with her friends in the school perking lot when ow of her
teachers came by and confronted her, saying, "Aren't you slimmed
of yourself laughing when you just buried your brother yesterday."
The cried all day at school and threatened never to come back
because of the insensitive comment of the teacher.

Friends and classmates are often at a loss as to what to say to be-
reaved students when they return to school. In most cases the best
advice you can give students is to say simply, I'm so sorry." Caution
tt.em to avoid such cliches as I know how you feer (to the grieving
person, you cannot possthly know how they feel) or It will all work
out, you will soon be able to forget" (the grieving person does not
want to forget). Most bezeaved persons report that it ia the expres-
sion of concern they remember, not the specific words.

2 8
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Dealing with death is never easy, but it is part of lib. The Itrale-
gy for tragedy presented in this faidtack Wets awry ampoicire
for coasideration when *student dead) owes. A echoed ask wait
to considee an inservice pogrom on death sod grieving mein des
following topics:

I. Teachers beooming aware of their own attitudes towwd dm&
The Leming Death Fear Scale (Leming and Diticisoa 1945) is so-
lid in this regard. It consists of a 26-item questionadre the sib he-
dividuals to rank their fears and coecerns ad then gimps these for
subsequent discussion.

2. Knowledge of student bereavement behavior. Many teachen do
not realize the range of behaviors that students exhibit when a rela-
tive or classmate dies or how long the grieving process can go on.
By becoming familiar with dlese behaviors, teachers can betkr de-
termine if professional help is needed.

3. Knowledge of children's cognitive development with regard to
concepts about death. If teachers are to help the grieving child, they
need to understand children's perceptions of death from preschool
through adolescence.

4. Knowledge of available resources. Many printed and audiovisual
resources are available (see References). Local resources include)
counselors trained in grief counseling, hospice staff, and grief sup-
port groups. A local college or university may offer a course in death
education.
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live sod composiosiss ismer. Lik rises di dist Os loss of*
loved cue, but the rocky road can be nisde amooksr who tkowe is
s slubssy for tragedy.
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